Dress Code Policy

Purpose

To outline the dress code, beyond the general dress code of the Institute for Education and Research.

Responsibilities

The Emergency Medicine Program will provide each PA resident with two lab coats at the time of orientation. PA residents are required to wear their name tag in a visible area at all times. When working off-service, residents must carry their pager at all times.

While working in the Emergency Center or attending conference, it is suggested that PA residents either wear the departmental scrubs (provided by the program) or other professional attire. The hospital does not provide nor launder scrubs worn in the ED. Residents are expected to log into Vocera and wear the unit while working in the ED.

While on other services, the dress code will prevail. This may include scrubs, white coats, or other professional attire. Hospital-issued (teal) scrubs are not to be worn outside the hospital.

While participating in non-clinical duties, residents are expected to dress in an appropriate and mature manner when other professionals will be present.
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